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another and produce a combined discharge which is practically uniform in
pressure and quantity.
A further important consideration in electrically-driven pumps is that the
motor requires a uniform torque in order to operate successfully, and this
result is best given by a three-barrel pump. Hence the general adoption
of the triplex form of power pump. Such pumps are usually proportioned
with the stroke longer than the bore to the extent of 25 to 100 per cent.
The piston speeds vary from 60 ft. per minute on small pumps to 120 ft. per
minute on large sizes, with a corresponding number of reciprocations from
100 per minute on quite small sizes to 20 or less per minute on the largest
sizes. They are rarely mode larger than 12 or 14 in. in the bore, additional
sets being installed when larger quantities are required. The mean water
velocity through the lifted valve is commonly between 2 and 4 ft. per second,
though on large high-pressure pumps velocities as high as 10 or even 12 ft.
per second are sometimes allowed in order to reduce the valve lift as much
as possible.
Fig. 5 shows a few typical valves as commonly fitted to slow-running
power pumps, but there are an immense variety of these details in practice
and doing excellent service. The valves shown at a and b (fig. 5) are the forms
generally adopted when " multiple-valves " or " valve groups " are employed.
The " lift " is generally about -| in., and the size of discs from 3 to 4 in.
diameter, the valve-port circle being |- in. in diameter less than the disc.
The spring load on these valves is generally light. A common amount for
suction valves is to allow a force of i Ib. per square inch of net port area to
lift the valve \ in. off its seat, and for delivery valves the spring would be of
two or three times this stiffness. Valve c is a heavier and stronger type often
used as a single valve in small pumps, and as a multiple valve on larger pumps.
It is rarely made in sizes larger than about 5 in. diameter, as the valve-port
area then bears an extravagant relation to the valve-lip area, and a ring with
double lip then becomes advantageous. Simple ring valves are shown at
d and £, and a large multiple ring form at /. The heavy valves g, h, and i
of double beat pattern are used on waterworks, deep well, or mine pumps,
and will be referred to later.
Barrels, plungers, and valve boxes are made of cast iron, unless specially
corrosive liquids or other requirements demand gun-metal. When neces-
sary, barrels or plungers are generally gun-metal lined or covered in pre-
ference to being made entirely of gun-metal; smaller diameter rams are often
solid bronze. Easy access to valves is a feature of all sound design.
Entirely on the score of costs, various changes are made in the method
of supporting the crank-shaft and the crosshead according to the water
pressure for which the pump is designed. Thus, for low pressures, the
crank-shaft will only have two supports, one at each end, in the form of
substantial plummer blocks; but for high pressure, the crank-shaft will have
a support between each barrel.
Again, there will be no crosshead (as usually understood) for quite low
pressures, a trunk ram being quite capable of dealing with all side thrust,

